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This essay surveys the debate on the 
universal basic income (ubi) that has 
emerged in recent years, focusing on the 
main objections from the Left. I evaluate 
the normative issues at the heart of the 
proposal and analyze a range of possible 
empirical effects, from the impact on 
wages and labor force participation to 
gender and collective action. Ultimately,  
I make a case for ubi on grounds of 
freedom and power: insofar as it allows 
people to escape from Marx’s “double 
freedom,” the universal basic income 
fosters both “exit” and “voice,” and thus 
has real affinity with the socialist project.
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 I n relatively short order, universal basic income (ubi) has transformed from 
what was little more than a glorified thought experiment into a concrete 

policy option, and discussion in the media has mushroomed accordingly. 
Debate has likewise intensified on the Left, taking on a sometimes produc-
tive, sometimes acrimonious, tenor. The reasons for the latter are obvious, 
but when productive, the discussion has proceeded as a debate among those 
who share a set of moral commitments but disagree on questions of strategy 
or analysis. In the case of ubi, an abstract policy measure with no history of 
genuine implementation, it is natural to see a good number of different intu-
itions, crosscutting hypotheses, and wide-ranging concerns about unintended 
consequences. Indeed, the debate on the Left may ultimately rest on empirical 
outcomes. Will ubi in fact improve people’s lives? Will it facilitate wider and 
deeper transformations? Or is it just a neoliberal mirage?

This essay surveys the debate surrounding ubi that has emerged in recent 
years, focusing on the main objections from the Left. This entails analyzing the 
gamut of possible empirical effects, from the impact on wages and labor force 
participation to gender and collective action. The debate on these empirical 
questions, it must be said, is decidedly unresolved. As with any major social 
transformation, the impact of offering substantial cash transfers to all might 
generate outcomes that are impossible to foresee. To claim otherwise — that 
we have a clear-eyed understanding of the full set of consequences — would 
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be foolhardy. With this caveat registered, it should be said that we luckily do 
know something about the impact of ubi, and drawing on the available evidence 
we are able to say something meaningful about its consequences in multiple 
spheres of social life. 

The concept of a universal basic income refers to a monthly cash income 
paid to each member of society without regard to income from other sources 
and with no strings attached.1 There is no precise level of payment built into the 
definition. Proposals on the order of $14,000 per person — a number exceeding 
the official poverty line for single individuals in the US ($12,000) and totaling 
about one-quarter of US gdp — are often seen as somewhere between modest 
and substantial. Proposals that are more generous tend to hover around $18,000 
or $20,000 per person. I have the number $14,000 in mind as more or less the 
minimum payment level required to achieve the normative objectives discussed 
herein; in particular, this sum is meant as the lower-bound threshold that affords 
people an above-poverty fallback position, providing everyone with a measure 
of freedom from work, and therefore, of power at work.

Understanding basic income requires a consideration of its likely empirical 
consequences, as well as clarifying the underlying normative agenda. In some 
cases, there are pragmatic empirical tests that any normative vision must pass 
for it to be realized; in others, the normative arguments can hold their own 
whatever the empirical consequences. All things considered, including some 
ambiguities discussed below, there is a powerful socialist case for basic income. 
This essay shows that the scheme, were it sufficiently generous and universal, 
would help realize the moral vision socialists ought to hold. It is worth getting 
back to basics, so to speak, to make some sense of this debate. 

THE ENDS OF SOCIAL POLICY

One of the constitutive aspects of left politics is that the policies advocated 
for are not mere ends in themselves, but rather instruments for realizing a 
broad set of normative commitments that envision how the world ought to be. 

1  This essay also discusses the guaranteed annual income, a proposal similar to the ubi in 
that there are no work requirements, and different in that it is income-conditioned: as mar-
ket income rises the guaranteed income slowly phases out. Where ubi is paid to every mem-
ber of society and then partially collected back through taxation, the guaranteed income is 
paid to anyone whose income, for whatever reason, falls below some threshold. I believe 
that many but not all of the virtues of ubi are also available with the guaranteed income. For 
example, as I will argue below, both policies provide the freedom to exit from the labor mar-
ket, but ubi, as a truly universal policy, is better positioned to strengthen social solidarity.
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Sometimes the Left, mistakenly in my view, evades these lofty commitments 
because they are far removed from the grind of political struggle or because 
moral argument is seen as the domain of liberal and conservative politics. But 
this position has never been persuasive. To evaluate policies and politics we 
have to commit to a moral vision, even if it is somewhat hazily characterized 
as a future defined by human flourishing and real, substantive freedom.

When it comes to the impact of actual policies, it is useful to distinguish 
ameliorative from emancipatory reforms. Ameliorative reforms, like traditional 
welfare policies, are valuable because they provide direct material benefits and 
improve people’s lives, which is a normative end in itself. If a political vision 
loses sight of life-improving reforms, it will be abandoned by poor and working 
people; they would rightly see that vision as callous to their needs. Still, it is dif-
ficult for left political operatives to get overly excited about purely ameliorative 
reforms. While they make people’s lives less painful, such policies do not, by 
definition, help to mobilize people or expand their power. The concept of an 
emancipatory reform, on the other hand, refers to some social policy that may 
ameliorate a particular deprivation but does so in a way that pushes us closer 
to an underlying moral vision. These are policies that tip the balance of power 
and strengthen the position of poor and working people when facing off against 
bosses, spouses, and other powerful individuals in their lives.

The main reason ubi ought to be a part of a left normative vision is because 
it facilitates exit from relations of exploitation and domination — the power of 
exit has ameliorative as well as emancipatory significance, as I will show. The 
foundational Marxist objection to the structure of capitalist labor markets is 
that they are superficially free but substantively unfree. Dispossessed of the 
means of production, and therefore of subsistence, workers can happily choose 
between capitalists, but are ultimately forced to choose one. This is what Marx 
termed “double freedom”: our freedom to be exploited by the employer of our 
choosing is coupled with the freedom to remain hungry should we choose none. 
For those who object to the compulsory nature of the capitalist labor market, 
basic income is appealing because it ensures that people not only have the 
abstract right to freedom, but the material resources to make freedom a lived 
reality. It gives people the power to say no — to abusive employers, unpleasant 
work, or patriarchal domination in the home. 

People often use that power. In the case of the Canadian Mincome experi-
ment from the late 1970s, some participants did in fact take up their newfound 
ability to quit. In the town of Dauphin, Manitoba, a three-year guaranteed annual 
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income led to an 11 percentage point drop in labor force participation.2 Across 
the five major guaranteed annual income experiments previously conducted in 
the US and Canada, there was a wide range of average labor supply reductions 
for men and women, from a low of nearly zero in some cases to a high of about 
30 percent.3 The guaranteed annual income is not identical to the ubi; the 
former phases out above a certain income threshold, reducing its universality 
and, to an extent, its desirability. However, even this version touches a wide 
swath of the population: a high guarantee level and a low phaseout rate will run 
deep into the middle class. It moreover makes the option of work withdrawal 
universally available and allows for a good amount of inference about a fully 
universalistic model. As discussed below, I also found evidence suggesting that 
in the Mincome case, the guaranteed income reduced domestic violence. In 
providing people with a decent fallback position, such a policy affects under-
lying power relations and changes the background conditions under which 
negotiation takes place, both at work and at home.

But there is a stronger point about emancipatory reforms to be made 
here: as a social policy, basic income can pave the way toward broader social 
transformations. In particular, ubi can help set in motion a dynamic process 
that empowers people to struggle to build a better society. It achieves this in 
two ways: the power of exit, noted above, and the institutionalization of soli-
darity. The former allows poor and working people a better footing to bargain 
from, instigating broader and more far-reaching gains; the latter, by redrawing 
the social boundaries carved by categorical welfare states and reducing the 
appeal of “defection” from collective action, improves the odds that they do 

2  Because Mincome is discussed throughout the paper it is worth providing some basic de-
tails about the experiment as it operated in Dauphin. Guaranteed annual income payments 
were available to all Dauphin households for the three years of the experiment (1975-1977) at 
a guarantee level of $19,500 (2014 CDN dollars) for a four-person family — in Dauphin at the 
time this guarantee level constituted about half of the local median household income. Pay-
ments would phase out at 50 cents for every dollar earned on the market. The system worked 
as follows: If you did not work at all, for whatever reason, your payment would be $19,500; 
if you went into the labor market and earned, say, $6,000, your payment would be $16,500 
(19,500 – 6,000 x 0.5) leaving your final income at $22,500 (16,500 + 6,000). Unlike traditional 
welfare, you are never made worse off by deciding to work. The labor market participation 
effect of the Dauphin experiment is derived by subtracting the baseline-study period change 
in the control group  — i.e., non-participants located elsewhere in Manitoba  — from the 
baseline-study period change in the Dauphin group.
3  See David Calnitsky and Jonathan Latner, “Basic Income in a Small Town: Understanding 
the Elusive Effects on Work” Social Problems 64, no. 3 (2017), 1-25; and Karl Widerquist, “A 
Failure to Communicate: What (if anything) Can We Learn from the Negative Income Tax 
Experiments?” Journal of Socio-Economics 34, no. 1 (2005), 49-81.
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so collectively rather than individually. At bottom, the vision of basic income 
is attractive because of its dual function as an ameliorative and emancipatory 
policy measure. 

In this hopeful depiction, basic income thus articulates both an economic 
alternative and a theory of social change. There is a concern, however, that 
social change happens not when people are given exit options, but when 
circumstances lock them into unavoidable interaction, when the lack of alter-
natives leaves collaboration and struggle as the only viable option. To be sure, 
it is sometimes argued that the Left ought not to allow people an exit option; 
that is, if we aspire to build power and mobilize people, we ought to encourage 
“voice” over “exit.”4 As an empirical matter, this argument cannot be dismissed. 

Indeed, there is always a chance that giving people the freedom and capacity 
to do what they want might mean that they do things we would prefer them 
not to do. Perhaps basic income would be emancipatory for individuals, but 
inadvertently fragment us as collectivities. After all, some might choose to 
withdraw from the social world entirely. 

To the contrary, however, there is good reason to believe that it is the pos-
sibility of exit that facilitates voice. If a stable flow of cash gives you the power 
to threaten to leave a marriage or a job — that is, if your threat of exit has real 
credibility — you are in a better position to speak your mind. In what follows I 
attempt to make this case, though I advance basic income as a desirable reform 
even if it fails this empirical test. Differently put, basic income can provide 
resources to facilitate collective action, as will be explored below, but it does 
so without precluding more solitary escape routes. This position ought to be 
seen as perfectly consistent with a socialist ethics: we wish to nurture collective 
action by fostering its conditions of possibility in a positive sense — not through 
the active obstruction of alternative pathways, and not by leaving collective 
action as the only path to individual survival. 

Basic income thus both enhances people’s negative freedom from coercion 
and their positive freedom to do what they want. There are few on the Left 
who would disagree with these principles. Do we wish, for example, to block 
a Walmart worker from quitting her job if she so desires? If we are in favor of 
basic human autonomy, the answer is no. The answer ought to be no, even if 
my argument about the positive relationship between basic income and collec-
tive action fails to persuade — even if collective action is nourished only when 

4  See for example, David R. Howell, “Block and Manza on the Negative Income Tax,” Pol-
itics & Society 25, no. 4 (1997), 533-540.
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people are locked inside conflictual relationships. Rapunzel might survive best 
in her tower, but that would scarcely convince her of its value. There is a real 
sense in which left opposition to basic income’s underlying principle entails 
advocating some degree of coercion. This might be philosophically defen-
sible, but it does not square with a commitment to decoupling Marx’s double 
freedom, nor with deep socialist commitments to expanding the domain of 
human autonomy. We return to these core philosophical issues after taking 
stock of an array of normative and empirical questions, and addressing the 
major left criticisms of basic income.

NEOLIBERAL IN PRACTICE?

Left objections to unconditionally giving people money have proliferated of 
late, sparked no doubt by ubi’s strange bedfellows on the Right. Some of these 
objections are highly pertinent and have pushed the debate in positive direc-
tions; others are less persuasive. With basic income on the policy agenda in a 
number of countries around the world, it is necessary to appreciate the broader 
context of the discussion.

The first and most important objection has been stressed recently by John 
Clarke of the Ontario Coalition Against Poverty, among others: given the con-
stellation of forces and the political commitments of many proponents, odds are 
that basic income, if implemented, will come in a neoliberal guise, dishing out 
meager payments and accompanied by severe austerity measures.5 Indeed, like 
every social policy, basic income could be implemented in neoliberal fashion, 
and over the past four decades there has been no shortage of such regressive 
proposals in Canada and the US. 

This is a legitimate worry, and it is in the implementation of the policy 
where the strange bedfellows problem will be resolved, one way or another. 
The rogue’s gallery of right-wing supporters, from Milton Friedman to Charles 
Murray, is often unambiguous in its desire to use basic income as a knife to 
eviscerate the expensive insides of the welfare state. To different degrees, 
recent support within elite tech-chauvinist circles, from Peter Thiel to Mark 
Zuckerberg, might be similarly understood. How on earth could Marxists form 
a political alliance with the boy-king of Silicon Valley? Perhaps some elites see 
basic income as a pragmatic means to avoid the radicalization of a population 
that has seen little improvement in living standards in recent years, but others 

5  John Clarke, “Looking the Basic Income Gift Horse in the Mouth,” Socialist Bullet 1241, 
April 1, 2016.
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envision a Trojan horse designed to raid the citadels of Social Security, Medi-
care, and education spending.

If basic income is little more than a dressed-up neoliberal policy, there is 
no doubt: it ought to be resisted. But why not work towards a better version of 
basic income? There are vastly different visions for what a basic income would 
look like, and a small basic income deployed in a libertarian fashion to replace 
the welfare state is not just different from a generous version built into the 
existing welfare state, but it is actively rooted in the opposite philosophical 
vision. Where the former is designed to reduce the tax burden on the rich and 
avoid supposedly paternalistic social policies, the latter is designed to negate 
the coercive nature of the capitalist labor market and empower popular forces. 
Quantitative changes in generosity induce qualitative changes in result. There 
are qualitatively different varieties of basic income, and it is entirely possible 
that in the contemporary political context an undesirable vision becomes reality. 
But no political vision, it must be said, can escape the uncertainty built into 
the passage from theory to practice.

An instructive comparison here is the call for guaranteed work. If a jobs 
guarantee were implemented in the contemporary context, it is easy to imagine 
a version that is far from liberatory, where the jobs would be backbreaking and 
the breaks would be few. Political scientist Adam Przeworski argued against this 
unsavory but plausible vision of a work guarantee: “Making people toil unnec-
essarily, just so they can be paid something without others complaining and so 
they will not hang around with nothing to do, is to substitute one deprivation 
for another.”6 This is not to claim that a progressive vision of a jobs guarantee 
is unimaginable; to the contrary, a workable scheme of that sort has a great deal 
of potential, and if implemented successfully would be a vast improvement on 
the current configuration of social policies. But the forces that might sabotage 
a basic income would operate similarly in the case of a jobs guarantee.7 There 
is, moreover, a well-known historical example of an ugly implementation of 
the jobs guarantee; it was called the workhouse. For centuries the old English 
workhouse tied public assistance benefits to toil and operated on the principle 
of “less eligibility,” a doctrine ensuring that workhouse conditions be made 
worse than those outside in order to deter its use. It might also be noted that 

6  Adam Przeworski, “The Feasibility of Universal Grants under Democratic Capitalism,” 
Theory and Society 15, no. 5 (1986), 695-707.
7  The tech world has begun to take notice of the jobs guarantee. For example, influential 
Silicon Valley start-up Y Combinator is running a basic income pilot project, but according 
to their research group, they are also interested in alternatives, including the jobs guarantee. 
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highly suspicious proponents were attracted to this system of poor relief. For 
example, Jeremy Bentham advocated for the workhouse because it was a “mill 
to grind rogues honest and idle men industrious.”8

The problem, therefore, is a general one. As a rule, the Left opposes meager 
unemployment insurance and embraces generous unemployment insurance. 
Bad health care policy is bad, and good health care policy is good. Left strategy 
has always involved fighting to improve those policies, and any model of the 
world suggesting that decent unemployment insurance or good health care is 
won through struggle would apply equally to ubi. Criticism of the abstract idea 
thus ought to be distinguished from criticism of its concrete implementation — 
this talking point ought to be old hat for socialists, at least those old enough to 
remember unsavory implementations of their dearest ideas. As with all social 
policy measures, a basic income might be implemented in an appalling way. 
Should we therefore reject the idea out of hand? As an argument against the 
impulse to loosen the compulsory nature of capitalist labor markets, this line 
of reasoning is hardly sustainable. 

A related critique is that basic income is a bloodless, technocratic social 
policy — many ubi advocates seem to imagine that once the appropriate leg-
islation is passed, the job is done. They imagine a policy that gets wonkishly 
imposed, outside the context of social struggles, as if policy and power exist 
in separate worlds. But the critique here is primarily of those advocates, not 
the idea itself. Indeed, if basic income is abandoned to the technocrats we 
will be sure to get a tepid or even regressive set of social policies; a desirable, 
radical version will find many opponents, in particular employers, and will 
require massive popular mobilization. But it is strange to believe this problem 
is unique to basic income. 

NEOLIBERAL EVEN IN THEORY?

Apart from the anxieties about right-wing politicians implementing their 
preferred version of basic income, there are a number of criticisms of even 
a generous and truly universal basic income. This essay evaluates a range of 
empirical arguments concerning gender, capitalism, and collective action, 
but in this section I zero in on two oft-made normative arguments: (1) that 
we ought to expand the public provision of key services before we consider 
income maintenance; and (2) that we ought not have a basic income because 

8  Cited in Karl Polanyi, The Great Transformation (Boston: Beacon Press, 2001), 126.
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we have an obligation to work, contribute to the community, and not live off 
of the productive labor of others.

To begin, some argue that money earmarked for a ubi should instead be 
spent decommodifying important services like housing, childcare, transpor-
tation, and more. This objection to basic income, first made by the economist 
Barbara Bergmann, is a powerful one, but in the end is not persuasive.9

The issue is sometimes framed in the following way: If you had one addi-
tional dollar to spend, where should it be spent first? The services-over-income 
argument is perhaps most powerful in the form of a utilitarian hypothesis. 
Using one marginal dollar of additional tax revenue to expand existing public 
transportation or health systems, or to provide new kinds of public services, 
might improve people’s lives more than offering people the equivalent dollar 
in cash.10 Perhaps it would more effectively extend the average lifespan or 
improve people’s subjective well-being. This is an unanswered empirical ques-
tion, but if true it would be hard to ignore. Framing the question in narrowly 
economistic terms, however, posits a false choice between decommodifying 
labor power and decommodifying services — as if both cannot be pursued at 
once. In a rich, productive society we ought to be able to afford both a basic 
income and high-quality public goods. Were popular forces powerful enough 
to make progress on one, they very well might be powerful enough to make 
progress on the other. 

But granting the framing, the calculus still makes two mistakes. First, it 
ignores the goal of real freedom as a non-instrumental moral objective. On 
the grounds of freedom — in particular, the positive freedom to decide on the 
activities we want to pursue and how to spend our days — it is worth defending 
a strategy that directly and forcefully erodes workers’ background condition of 
market dependence. That is, it is a good thing to be able to quit your Walmart 
job whatever the long-term consequences. Second, the Bergmann argument 
ignores the process whereby reducing labor market coercion and providing a 
genuine fallback better positions people to achieve broader goals. 

There is, of course, a degree of symmetry between the exit option provided 
by basic income on the one hand and a comprehensive set of publicly provided 

9  Barbara Bergmann, “A Swedish-Style Welfare State or Basic Income: Which Should Have 
Priority? Politics & Society 32 no. 1 (2004), 107-118.
10  The arguments I make in this section take for granted the importance of public service 
provision in plenty of arenas, hence the emphasis on an “additional” dollar of spending. 
Public health care, to take an obvious example, is highly efficient, entails important positive 
externalities, is characterized by pervasive asymmetries of information, and is therefore a 
clear case where public service provision is preferable to cash.
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goods and services on the other. However, I believe the expansion of freedom 
and power is weaker in the latter case. As Offe and Wiesenthal emphasize in a 
well-known essay, the needs and preferences of poor and working-class people 
are deeply heterogeneous — the needs of a young man living in a small rural 
town, a single mother in a large city center, and an older suburban couple are 
inescapably diverse.11 On these grounds, money, a highly fungible good, can 
better satisfy diverse needs and subjective preferences than even a fairly com-
prehensive suite of specific goods and services.12 This means that basic income 
would more effectively reduce the costs of being fired and better create an 
alternative to the labor market for a wide swath of society; by more effectively 
constructing a fallback position it would better expand workers’ leverage at work. 

If we must choose between expanding the public provision of services and 
providing a basic income, and we go with the former, we should be clear on 
the meaning of this choice. It implies that we prefer a system where people 
remain somewhat more dependent on the labor market for survival, that we 
prefer to retain, in all likelihood, Marx’s double freedom. By contrast, a basic 
income insists that it is important to decommodify not only a range of goods 
and services, but labor power itself.13 It says that taking coercion out of the labor 
market and abolishing what the labor movement once called “wage slavery” 
may ultimately be more liberatory than taking a broad spectrum of commodities 
off the market. It says that we ought to have the positive freedom to spend our 
time as we wish. Rather than improving our ability to get to work, ubi provides 
the means to avoid it if we need to.

There is another side to the services-over-income objection. John Clarke 

11  Claus Offe and Helmet Wiesenthal, “Two Logics of Collective Action: Theoretical Notes 
on Social Class and Organizational Form,” Political Power and Social Theory 1, no. 1 (1980), 
67-115.
12  It is hard to imagine that any decommodification program could decommodify all the 
diverse goods that people feel they need, which they could use money to access — from mar-
ijuana to piano lessons, from halal foods to loan collateral — and that’s why ubi would more 
effectively give them the freedom to exit the labor market should they so choose. Moreover, 
the more comprehensive the decommodification program — moving far beyond education, 
transportation, and health care and into a range of day-to-day consumption items — the 
closer the system gets to a command economy, the more inefficiencies we are likely to see, 
and, on market socialist grounds, the less successful it is likely to be.
13  Strictly speaking, basic income would not fully decommodify labor power in the sense 
of abolishing all markets for workers. Likewise, providing high-quality public housing is not 
equivalent to abolishing the market for homes (most proposals here continue to include 
income-testing). Decommodification ought to be seen as a continuous variable, wherein 
offering decent alternatives to the market sits somewhere between market dependence and 
the wholesale abolition of exchange in a particular commodity. 
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argues that even in the best case, giving people money will foster a consum-
erist society. Labor power might be decommodified, but if everything else 
must be bought, we will end up spending all our time as “customers in an 
unjust society.”14 

It is worth making two points in response. First, a world with an open 
market in most goods but no compulsory capitalist labor market in fact might 
be a decent transitional vision of market socialism. The injustices of capi-
talism have much more to do with the coercive nature of the labor market 
than the existence of markets for consumption items. Indeed, the anti-con-
sumerist argument misidentifies the sources of injustice in capitalism. The 
goods market is not so much a bad in itself; the problem is rather that people 
have insufficient purchasing power to make effective demand correspond to 
actual want and need.15 A more egalitarian distribution of purchasing power 
would help bring the neoclassical fantasy that market demand equals need 
into alignment with reality.16 

Second, it seems perfectly reasonable to expect a basic income to make for a 
much less consumerist life. As noted above, the Dauphin experiment generated 
a nontrivial drop in labor force participation. For some people, basic income 
might also mean exiting the paid labor force, collecting a lower income, and 
thus having less, not more, to spend. It is often hoped and hypothesized that 
socially valuable activities would be encouraged if people’s basic needs were 

14  John Clarke, “Basic Income: Progressive Dreams Meet Neoliberal Realities,” Socialist 
Bullet 1350, Jan. 2 2017.
15  Moreover, it is decidedly not neoliberal to suspect that no system of comprehensive 
planning could successfully produce and allocate hundreds of millions of unique consumer 
goods. See Alec Nove, The Economics of Feasible Socialism Revisited (New York: Routledge, 
2003). This is why most sensible models of socialism incorporate some type of consumer 
market, or consumer market-like mechanism: they take seriously the fact that human be-
ings have unlimited hostility towards inconvenience, line-ups, and endless meetings. This 
is true for Roemer’s coupon socialism, but it is even true for Cottrell and Cockshott’s vastly 
more ambitious blueprint for matrix math socialism. See, John Roemer, A Future for Social-
ism (London: Verso, 1994), and Allin Cottrell and W.P. Cockshott, Towards a New Socialism 
(Nottingham: Bertrand Russell Press, 1992).
16  To clarify, there are two main mechanisms through which basic income creates a more 
egalitarian income distribution, one direct and the other indirect. First, redistribution 
emerges from the tax and transfer scheme itself. To the extent that basic income is paid 
for through income taxes, although everyone is a recipient, the tax burden rises with mar-
ket income, and high earners become net contributors. The more a payment scheme relies 
on regressive forms of taxation — such as consumption taxes — the less redistributive the 
scheme becomes, and the more it becomes a form of risk pooling. Second, and more gen-
erally, redistribution indirectly emerges from the changes in bargaining power that basic 
income yields, as discussed below.
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secured outside the labor market. Moreover, the virtue of basic income is its 
potential to expand people’s leisure activities. We can turn to data from the 
urban portion of the Mincome experiment — a randomized controlled trial 
based in Winnipeg conducted in conjunction with the Dauphin portion of 
the experiment — to analyze this very question. Mincome inquired into the 
day-to-day activities of basic income recipients who left the labor force; rela-
tive to controls, the intervention led to growth in a range of socially valuably 
activities, including care work and education (see Table 1). The intervention 
also led to growth in the portion of men and women reporting that they were 
not working simply because they “did not want to work.” In a free society, this 
decision ought to be available to the poor as well as the rich. 

TABLE 1. TREATMENT EFFECTS FOR SURVEY QUESTION, “WHAT IS 
THE MAIN REASON YOU WERE NOT WORKING?”*  

ANY REASON 7.1

JOB/WORK CONDITIONS [“Labor  

dispute”; “No jobs available”;  

“Available wages too low”]

5.9

FAMILY [“Wanted to take care  

of family”; “Child care too  

expensive”; “Pregnancy”]

3.9

“Did not want to work” 4.0

“Self-employed” 2.7

EDUCATION [“In school”;  

“In job training”]

2.6

“Laid off” 0.7

“Unpaid vacation” 0.5

“Retired” 0.3

“Ill or disabled” -3.8

OTHER/UNKNOWN 0.8

note: “Treatment effects” refer to the isolated effect of the experiment, or the “difference-in-dif-
ference”. The difference-in-difference subtract the baseline/study period change in the control group 
from the baseline/study period change in the treatment group. For example, the treatment effect of 
the experiment for answering “education” is 2.6 percentage points. In this case, the percent of control 
subjects reporting that they were not working due to education increased from 4.6% at the baseline 
to 5.7% during the experiment, and the percent of Mincome treatment subjects reporting the same 
answers increased from 4% at the baseline to 7.7% during the study period, leaving the full treatment 
effect at 2.6 percentage points. See also D. Calnitsky, Latner, J., & Forget, E. 2017. Working Paper. 
Life after work: The impact of basic income on non-employment activities. Available upon request.
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While it’s possible that some people would spend more of their newly freed-up 
time shopping — not to mention doing experimental theater and rollerblading, 
the most underrated of all basic income critiques — they also might spend free 
time with others, pursue social and political projects, undertake care work, or 
engage in a wide array of other, non-consumption-related activities. 

Before moving on, it is worth making note of a second normative critique 
of basic income, one that stretches from Rosa Luxemburg to Jon Elster, and 
which is anchored in a good deal of liberal and left political theory: that we 
do not have a right to live off someone else’s earnings.17 Rather, the argument 
goes, we have a moral obligation to contribute to the community, and there-
fore, to work. In part, this is what led Tony Atkinson to propose a “participation 
income” in place of basic income: the participation income would provide a 
stream of income conditional on participation in some socially valuable activity, 
be it inside or outside of the formal labor market.18 

Here I see two issues worth contemplating. First, from the viewpoint of 
socialist freedom, there is every reason to believe that rather than equalizing 
work levels and incomes we ought to provide people a choice between higher 
income and more leisure. This is consistent with what G.  A. Cohen has named 
“socialist equality of opportunity.”19 In such a world, inequalities in income 
and leisure reflect nothing more than differences in personal tastes for income 
and work — that is, differences consistent with socialist justice. For Cohen, a 
society where each person has roughly equal work/wage bundles is inferior to 
one allowing for a choice between varying bundles of income and leisure. Basic 
income goes some way to allow for individuals who might choose a basic-in-
come/maximal-leisure bundle or a high-income/minimal-leisure bundle. I 
return to this question of socialism and freedom in the conclusion. 

17  Luxemburg: “A  general requirement to work  for all who are able to do so, from which 
small children, the aged and sick are exempted, is a matter of course in a socialist economy.” 
Rosa Luxemburg, “The Socialisation of Society,” December 1918 (original emphasis). Elster: 
“Against a widely accepted notion of justice … it is unfair for able-bodied people to live off 
the labor of others. Most workers would, correctly in my opinion, see the proposal as a recipe 
for exploitation of the industrious by the lazy.” Jon Elster, “Comment on Van der Veen and 
Van Parijs,” Theory and Society 15 no. 5 (1986), 719. David Schweickart makes the argument as 
well: “We do not have a moral right to a BI. We do have a moral obligation to work. When 
we consume, we take from society. Justice requires that we give something back in return.” 
Cited in Michael W. Howard, “Basic Income, Liberal Neutrality, Socialism, and Work,” in 
The Ethics and Economics of the Basic Income Guarantee, ed. Karl Widerquist et al. (London: 
Routledge, 2005).
18  A.B. Atkinson, “The Case for a Participation Income,” The Political Quarterly  67, no.1 
(1996), 67-70.
19  G.A. Cohen, Why Not Socialism? (Princeton University Press, 2009).
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Second, the normative argument that people do not have a right to live off 
another’s earnings — and by implication that only those who work shall eat, 
that only those engaged in productive labor ought to be compensated — is 
unacceptably libertarian in its underlying theory of remuneration. The theory 
ignores the non-attributability of outputs to production inputs: production is 
a deeply interdependent activity and, particularly in a world of non-constant 
returns to scale, the abstract process of linking one person’s productive effort 
to their ultimate compensation is always an ambiguous exercise. This means 
that the very concept of an individual’s appropriate earnings is ill-defined. But 
even more importantly, the principle suggesting that we ought not live off the 
labor effort of others gives far too much weight to current productive labor — 
that is, the labor of living workers rather than the whole history of work — as 
the driving force of current output. As Herbert Simon has argued, high levels 
of individual productivity in rich societies are, for the most part, consequences 
of the brute luck of being born into a rich society.20 High incomes and high 
productivity are attributable less to current labor effort and more to past labor 
effort, and all members of society ought to benefit from the work of prior gen-
erations and the overall wealth and development of society. For the current 
generation, this means that through no contribution of our own we have been 
endowed with highly developed technologies, infrastructure, language, and 
culture, and this gives current income, in large part, a morally arbitrary char-
acter. This is, therefore, a powerful reason to redistribute a good amount of it 
to people whether they work or not. 

BASIC INCOME AND CAPITALISM

A separate set of critiques from the Left concerns the unintended consequences 
of basic income on the labor market, employer behavior, and capitalism more 
broadly. These arguments are often framed in terms of the apparent limits of 
capitalism and the subterranean economic forces that compromise progressive 
social transformation. As a general rule, arguments taking the form “a decent 
basic income is impossible under capitalism” should be treated with the same 
suspicion we have for claims about capitalism’s fundamental incompatibility 
with a decent welfare state. History has shown capitalism to be a highly flexible 
system; what was once said to be impossible under capitalism is later said to 
be an essential feature of its legitimation. In such arguments it is pro forma to 

20  Herbert Simon, “ubi and the Flat Tax,” in What’s Wrong with a Free Lunch?, ed. Philippe 
Van Parijs et al. (Boston: Beacon Press, 2001), 34-38.
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allude to some deep and unmovable economic (rather than political) impasse, 
but the idea that a decent basic income is impossible under capitalism boils 
down to the claim that real reform of capitalism is impossible. 

However, one very real feasibility constraint concerns labor market partici-
pation: if basic income pulls most of the workforce out of the labor market, the 
scheme’s ultimate revenue source will dry up. Yet, as noted above, experimental 
evidence suggests that basic income payments hovering at half of median family 
income induce some labor market withdrawal, but not catastrophic levels. To 
my mind, this result is more or less desirable: no work reduction would mean 
no expansion of freedom and no lessening of toil, but extreme work reduction 
in the short-run risks unraveling the program. Contrary to common opinion, 
basic income should not be understood by itself as a post-work utopia: indeed, 
if most everyone dropped out of work, there would be no revenue to fund the 
scheme. The wager is that even though work would be a choice rather than 
an economic necessity, people would for the most part continue to find work 
attractive, albeit less so; poorly remunerated jobs would be bid up (itself a 
process that makes work more appealing, partially compensating for exits 
elsewhere), and workplaces characterized by the worst forms of domination 
would be less sustainable.

A further prediction made by David Purdy is that workers who reduce labor 
hours or exit from the labor market will make it easier for underemployed or 
unemployed workers to find work.21 If it is indeed the case that employers 
require replacement hires for exiting workers — and it should be said that there 
exists no evidence for or against this hypothesis because of data limitations — 
this particular mechanism predicts not so much an increase or decrease, but 
rather a redistribution of available work. There are reasons, therefore, to expect 
increases in labor market participation in some cases, even if the scheme gen-
erates net declines. 

Nevertheless, despite evidence to the contrary, it may be the case that 
basic income does drain most workers out of the labor market. Or perhaps these 
perverse effects would eventually materialize with a massive basic income. If 
so, the non-sustainability argument has force, and it means that there is some 
Goldilocks level of basic income, above which people drop out in droves. My 
own estimation is that if some such level exists, it is considerably higher than 
the figures posed above: none of the evidence from a wide range of benefit 

21  David Purdy, Social Power and the Labour Market: A Radical Approach to Labour Econom-
ics (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 1988). Purdy’s compelling, quirky, and little-known book 
merits a wider audience.
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levels in the various experiments comes close to inducing a collapse in the labor 
market. Because of the benefits of added income, the inherent appeal of work, 
and its potentially growing attractiveness due to changing power relations, it 
seems to me that an increasingly generous basic income will face other sustain-
ability problems long before some mass exodus of labor buckles the economy. 

This brings us to a second feasibility constraint: a decent basic income 
might be impossible under capitalism due to capital flight. In this story, high 
taxes or high wages will lead capitalists to disinvest, thereby undermining the 
revenues required to fund an expensive basic income. How narrow are the 
bounds of a progressive welfare state within the context of capitalism? Would 
basic income provoke debilitating levels of capital flight, thereby depleting 
the tax base necessary to fund the scheme?22 Although ubi is undeniably 
expensive, this criticism is overstated. One way to think about the problem is 
as follows: At the highest level of abstraction it is clear that a country like the 
United States is far from the threshold where tax revenue as a percentage of 
gdp reaches its theoretical limit inside a more or less capitalist economy. If the 
lower bound for this theoretical upper limit is the Danish level of about 51 per-
cent, the United States, at about 26 percent, can afford to double its spending. 
On abstract feasibility grounds, there is plenty of room to grow the portion of 
resources that we devote to public purposes before the Marxist theory of the 
state kicks in to insist on a hard limit to left policymaking within capitalism.23 
This counterargument obscures many important details — for example, the 
types of tax instruments used can significantly impact the likelihood of capital 
flight — but it is worth recalling that the threat of capital flight is often just 

22  For an attempt to make this very case, see Erik Olin Wright, “Why Something like So-
cialism Is Necessary for the Transition to Something like Communism,” Theory and Society 
15 no. 5 (1986), 657-672.
23  In rough terms, I use the phrase “Marxist theory of the state” to identify the following 
causal chain: greater social spending implies a greater burden, ultimately, on profitability; 
if profitability is harmed, capitalists may flee or strike; if they flee or strike, state revenue 
will dry up, thereby undermining any social policies that might have been achieved; if those 
policies are undermined the government that promoted them will be abandoned by the very 
people who once supported them. My point is not to deny this mechanism, but to say that 
there is no reason to see it in hydraulic terms; nor is there good evidence to argue that we 
know where the ultimate limits to democratic incursion on capitalist profitability are locat-
ed. Moreover, even if this mechanism is in operation, it might best be understood as a coun-
tertendency rather than a tendency. For most of the last one hundred years, even the last 
forty, social spending as a percentage of gdp in the oecd has had a tendency to ratchet up, 
not down. See data.oecd.org, Social Expenditure aggregate data, and Peter Lindert, Growing 
Public: Social Spending and Economic Growth since the Eighteenth Century, Vol. 1 (Cambridge 
University Press, 2004).
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that: a threat.24 If higher social spending is forcibly imposed on them, there is 
good reason to believe most capitalists would accept it, albeit unhappily, rather 
than abandon their firms. 

Even if there is good reason to believe that the threat of paralyzing capital 
flight is itself far off, it may still be ultimately fatal at some threshold. At this 
point, however, it is likely that social and political conditions also begin to 
change. Indeed, as basic income grows — because of rising expectations, the pro-
gram’s rising popularity, and an increasingly empowered populace — there will 
be a greater need to find new funding by directly taxing capital through a range 
of mechanisms. Perhaps funding schemes that heavily tax capital are avoided 
at first because of the sensitivity of investment, but eventually it becomes an 
unavoidable revenue stream, thereby exacerbating the capital flight threat. One 
solution that may become viable for political leaders is — in fits and starts, and 
in specific industries — a program to socialize various means of production. 
The initial hazard posed by capital flight may thus become an opportunity. This 
will help solve the underlying economic problem of abating private capital’s 
need for profits, while also serving as a fresh source of funding. For example, 
John Roemer’s coupon socialism model is essentially a basic-income-like div-
idend funded by the universal ownership of all capital assets.25 This story is of 
course highly speculative, but as a sketch of the transition to socialism it seems 
about as plausible a way to surmount the capital flight problem as any. Call it 
the basic income road to socialism.

To conclude this section, it is worth making note of a final, more pointed 
economic critique of basic income; namely, that the policy is nothing more 
than an employer subsidy. One version of the argument goes like this: there is 
a subsistence wage out in the world that is historically determined, but more or 
less fixed, and if the state can be made to cover some of that wage, employers 
will happily pay less of it.26 Apart from resting on an unsustainably functionalist 
argument about wage setting, the inner logic is absent. Wage declines do not 
happen magically — they have to be imposed. But when workers have an exit 

24  The particular tax mix is likely be relevant to the capital flight question, as value-added 
taxes, property taxes, and income taxes will be less vulnerable than, say, corporate taxes. 
25  Roemer, A Future for Socialism. On the opportunities that capital flight opens up for the 
socialization of the means of production, see Wright, “Why Something like Socialism is 
Necessary.”
26  Note that this argument can easily expand to any aspect of the welfare state that im-
proves people’s living standards. It can function, for example, as an argument against food 
stamps.
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option, a bargaining chip, wages are likely to go up rather than down.27 Indeed, 
in the case of Mincome, we can observe this very effect: relative to businesses 
in control towns, basic income forced Dauphin businesses to raise wage offers 
in order to better attract workers who now had a decent alternative.28 

The argument goes further. Even a small but unconditional basic income 
would not be an employer subsidy. To clarify, take a seemingly similar case: 
The US Earned Income Tax Credit is an employer subsidy, but not because 
of some functionalist mechanism about subsistence wages; it is an employer 
subsidy because it is an income transfer that is conditional on work and there-
fore increases the labor supply, which pulls wages down.29 In contrast, a small 
unconditional basic income would, in a small way, raise the reservation wage 
of labor, just as food stamps, in a small way, raise the reservation wage of labor 
and lower work hours — they allow people to be just a bit pickier.30 Provided a 
basic income policy is not conditional on work, even a modest version added 
to the current welfare state would make it marginally easier to say no to bosses 
because it offers a modicum of an alternative. 

It is important to put the employer subsidy position — a truly classic case 
of Albert O. Hirschman’s perversity thesis — to bed because, first, there is no 
evidence to support it, and second, it forecloses on the otherwise reasonable 
strategy that views a small basic income as a way station to a large one.

 
 
 

27  This point is related to another critique of ubi, namely that the policy will summon the 
specter of inflation. If we are worried about inflation, this criticism holds for virtually every 
left economic policy whose underlying goal is tighter labor markets. More fundamentally, 
however, basic income does not come about through monetary expansion; rather, it is re-
distributive. It takes one dollar from one place in the income distribution and moves it to 
another, lower, place. 
28  Data from surveys sent to all Dauphin firms and to all firms in seven control towns 
shows that median hourly wages on job openings and median hourly wages on all new hires 
increased between baseline and study period in Dauphin, but changed little in control 
towns. See David Calnitsky, “The Employer Response to the Guaranteed Annual Income,” 
2017, Working paper.
29  Austin Nichols and Jesse Rothstein, The Earned Income Tax Credit (eitc), no. w21211 
(National Bureau of Economic Research, 2015).
30  Hilary Hoynes and Diane Whitmore Schanzenbach. “Work Incentives and the Food 
Stamp Program,” Journal of Public Economics 96, no. 1 (2012), 151-162. Indeed, this is why 
work unconditionality is a feature of basic income that is even more important than the 
amount. 
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BASIC INCOME, COLLECTIVE ACTION,  
AND SOLIDARITY

If the above argument about wage growth is correct, coupled with public sup-
port, an insufficient-but-unconditional basic income presents a viable path to 
a more generous one. While I make this case below, it is first worth laying out 
an argument leveled against the potential impact of basic income on solidarity: 
ubi will not only dramatically increase the tax burden on some and redistribute 
a good amount to others, but it will do so in a way that is immediately socially 
recognizable as a transfer; unlike, say, health care and housing, transferring 
actual cash from one party to another is conspicuous. As a consequence, it 
is easy to imagine a vulnerable group being publicly accused of laziness and 
dependence. Is it possible that the net-contributors to the program will strongly 
differentiate themselves from and even begrudge the net-recipients? 

In response, it is useful to distinguish between different types of income 
transfer programs. For example, unlike a negative income tax, where some 
people — those below a given threshold — collect payments and others do not, 
the universal basic income makes everyone a recipient. The calculation of the 
net impact of a ubi is far less conspicuous than under a negative income tax 
where you either physically receive payments or don’t. The ubi computation 
requires comparing the amount you receive to the portion of your tax contribu-
tion allocated to the program. Post-tax-and-transfer winners and losers are far 
less visible, even if the two schemes achieve the identical post-tax-and-transfer 
income distribution. It is also worth mentioning that family allowances — in 
Canada, France, and the UK — are (or were) near-universal cash transfer pro-
grams and among the most popular social policies in those countries. Indeed, 
there are plenty of cash transfers that are robust and popular. Those that are, 
as I discuss below, tend to avoid distinctions between the “deserving” and 
“undeserving” poor, and thus escape the cycle of stigma and victim-blaming 
that so many social assistance programs are vulnerable to.31

31  See Michael B. Katz, The Undeserving Poor: America’s Enduring Confrontation with Pov-
erty (Oxford University Press, 2013) and Walter Korpi and Joachim Palme, “The Paradox of 
Redistribution and Strategies of Equality,” American Sociological Review, 63, no. 5 (1998), 661-
687. Perhaps the point can be made even more strongly, following Elster’s quote above: “it 
is unfair for able-bodied people to live off the labor of others. Most workers would, correctly 
in my opinion, see the proposal as a recipe for exploitation of the industrious by the lazy.” 
While this might have some truth to it, it will be less true than in the traditional welfare 
system where people’s activities and income sources are easily discernible. In a basic in-
come world, the lines between people who are not working because they cannot find work, 
because they’ve committed to other productive activities, or because they want to relax at 
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By contrast, traditional welfare policies suffer from inherent limits to 
political mobilizing: they impact only a small, poor, and marginalized group, 
and are consistently at the top of the list of the most unpopular social policies. 
Because so few people are touched by welfare policies targeted at the poorest 
populations, organizing benefit increases is always an uphill battle and requires 
disproportionate reliance on moral arguments, rather than material ones. It 
is for the same reason that such policies are uniquely vulnerable to austerity. 
Yet even a weak basic income could touch a broad array of people and help 
build a solid constituency to support its continual growth and expansion. 
As more people are folded into a program, two things happen. First, quality 
improves. And second, it becomes a political third rail. Programs with benefits 
dispersed broadly across diverse social layers tend to become highly popular 
and can start to be seen as a civic right, making for ratchet effects where gains 
become irreversible. 

Indeed, this popularity effect is clear from the qualitative commentary from 
Mincome participants in Dauphin. Mincome helped blur the usual lines of 
demarcation between the deserving and undeserving poor. For many, welfare 
was viewed in moralistic terms; it was a signal of a tarnished moral character and 
consistently too humiliating for most to consider joining. Mincome, however, 
was viewed as a neutral, pragmatic program, and its widespread availability 
meant it was not interpreted as a system for “other” people. People took casual 
and positive attitudes toward Mincome and participated because they simply 
“needed money,” while the vast majority despised welfare because, among other 
things, it was for the “needy and bums.” They often distinguished their own 
Mincome receipt — which was based simply on needing cash in an economy 
with precarious employment opportunities — from the circumstances of welfare 
receipt, which were caused by recipients’ moral failings. Even Mincomers with 
strong ethics of self-reliance or negative attitudes toward government assis-
tance felt able to collect Mincome payments without a sense of contradiction.32

There is thus a powerful argument that the universalism of ubi would 

home, become blurred. Moreover, even if to some degree outcomes depend on the actual 
activities of the recipients — educational attainment, job training, and care-work are unlike 
pure leisure — the link between people’s daily endeavors and their dependence on ubi will be 
somewhat opaque. Finally, this mechanism will differ on the basis of the scheme’s funding 
source; income taxes are different from sales taxes, capital taxes, and taxes on rents in this 
respect.
32  Surveys cited above are held at Library and Archives Canada, Winnipeg, MB; Depart-
ment of Health fonds, rg-29; and Policy, Planning and Information Branch sous-fonds, 
branch accession number 2004-01167-x, Operational Files of Manitoba Basic Annual Income 
Project (Mincome).
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facilitate solidarity that is otherwise obstructed in a highly fragmented and 
categorical welfare state marked by deep tensions between low-wage workers, 
unemployed workers, and social assistance recipients. Similar life experiences 
are critical in facilitating communication and solidarity (for Marx, it was the 
similarity of life inside the walls of the factory that galvanized solidarity). At 
minimum, even if a ubi does not actively nurture solidarity, breaking down the 
categorical nature of social provisioning may reduce the barriers to alliances 
across otherwise separated groups of poor and working people.

However, there are other aspects to consider when thinking through the 
impact of basic income on collective action and solidarity. Indeed, it may be 
the case that the overall impact of basic income on solidarity is somewhat 
indeterminate, with certain forces facilitating it, and others running against 
the grain. Although we have seen that the impact on wages is likely to be favor-
able, what can we say about the manner in which those wage gains are made? 
Put differently, if wage increases can be won through individual or collective 
strategies, how might ubi play out in this respect? The basic fact of an exit 
option might mean that individuals use their newfound powers to bargain on 
their own, not collectively. It might allow them, moreover, to opt out entirely. 
After all, basic income increases workers’ bargaining power with their bosses, 
but it also increases their power with respect to their unions. Offering people 
alternatives to economic dependence on employers also means alternatives to 
economic dependence on collective solutions.33 

The optimistic view proposes that basic income would for the most part 

33  Even though basic income improves wages, this is one core reason why the response 
from unions has been tepid. It is worth noting, however, that the union position has changed 
over the years: in 1970, Canadian unions were overwhelmingly in favor of the policy. The On-
tario Federation of Labor and the Canadian Labor Council produced posters and radio spots 
advocating the policy. One radio ad confidently demanded, “A guaranteed annual income for 
all Canadians … That’s what the Ontario Federation of Labour says is needed today. … We 
cannot long afford to have over 20 percent of our people living in poverty while the rest of 
us enjoy all the good things of life. That is why we would urge you to support our campaign 
for a guaranteed annual income for all Canadians.” Library and Archives Canada, Ottawa: 
Guaranteed Annual Income. General files (r5699-67-3-e). Microfilm reels h-725 (1969, 1971). 
Canadian labor changed their tune, however, after the experience with particular neoliberal 
plans designed to eviscerate the welfare state, such as the 1984 MacDonald Commission’s 
Universal Income Security Plan, perhaps history’s best case for basic income as a neoliberal 
Trojan horse. Thus, the particular historical experience is in part what explains the uneven 
union response. Additionally, it is worth noting that unions might oppose basic income for 
the simple reason that overall tax increases could leave members as net losers. The funding 
of an expensive ubi will require collecting revenue from the middle classes, not just the elite, 
and if the incomes of better-off working people are sufficiently high, the tax increase they 
face might swamp the benefits they receive. 
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facilitate collective action. It is sometimes suggested that a ubi could operate 
as an inexhaustible strike fund; indeed, the National Association of Manufac-
turers (nam) was the first to recognize this in their Congressional testimony 
on Nixon’s Family Assistance Plan, a guaranteed income that nearly passed in 
Congress in 1970. The business group was willing to support the plan as long 
as it was a significantly watered-down variant of the original, fairly radical and 
work-unconditional proposal. In congressional hearings the nam insisted 
that they would support the program only “if the basic allowance is a realistic 
minimum, and if the earnings disregard provides a true incentive to work and 
advancement and if the work requirement is strong.” Finally, they expressed 
concern about the link between the guaranteed income and labor upheaval: 
“We suggest that anyone directly involved in a labor dispute should be ineli-
gible for benefits under the family assistance plan.”34 This worry on their part 
seems perfectly reasonable. 

In this vision a ubi aids collective action because it provides the positive 
resources to facilitate it. Moreover, the policy would reduce the temptation 
to “defect” from collective action. Desperate workers, individuals with few 
alternatives, would be less inclined to scab if they had another decent survival 
option. However, while basic income provides the positive sustenance for 
collective action, it weakens the negative motivations that spur it on. Much 
collective action happens because workers have no alternative but to struggle 
in conjunction with others. Basic income eliminates the external condition of 
starvation, the condition that forces collective action on people as the only viable 
path to advancement. Thus, while it undermines the push factor, it strengthens 
the pull factor by providing the material support that makes collective action 
more likely to occur and succeed. 

It is of course perfectly reasonable to imagine that basic income might 
empower people both as individuals and collective actors, facilitating both 
solitary and collective struggles against powerful social actors. From the per-
spective of socialist freedom, this approach to collective action strikes me as 
desirable. Moreover, as noted in Table 1, survey data on why people were not 
in the labor force during the Mincome experiment reveals some evidence sug-
gesting that people acted individually and some suggesting collective action. I 
noted above that survey data showed that care work and education were cited, 
but the strongest reason for not working was related to dissatisfaction with job 

34  US Congress, 1970. Family Assistance Act of 1970: Hearings, Ninety-First Congress, 
Second Session on H.R. 16311. Senate Committee on Finance. U.S. Government Printing 
Office (1928).
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or work conditions. One can see answers relating both to workplace struggles 
and opting out in the data — another common answer, as indicated above, was 
“did not want to work.” 

But what if, contrary to my arguments, universalistic income maintenance 
ultimately hampers solidarity? If basic income enhances some of the positive 
reasons for collective action and undermines some of the negative reasons, the 
net effect could still be negative. It may turn out that the only way to nurture 
solidarity is to leave workers with no exit option, and no alternative to collective 
action. Perhaps free (or freer) people will not choose solidaristic strategies and 
prefer to go it alone. Should we decide that it is then preferable to maintain 
an external starvation constraint in order to better ensure group solidarity? 
Even in this limiting case, it would be strange for the Left to argue in favor of 
economic dependence on the capitalist class. Certainly the freedom tradition 
in socialism would find little in the way of argument to justify an instrumental 
case against current autonomy in the anticipation of greater autonomy in the 
faraway future. The intuition that suggests workers ought not have a basic 
income because they might behave in ways we don’t like is the same intuition 
recommending that the Garden of Eden ought to be destroyed should it one 
day be discovered on Earth. A place like Eden, where our subsistence needs 
can be met by plucking fruit from the trees, where we can make ends meet 
on our own, might corrupt our other-regarding impulses. But that would be a 
bad argument against Eden. The issue is best conceived as a socialist wager: 
we hope and hypothesize that free people would prefer cooperative, collective 
action, but if they don’t then they don’t. That sad counterfactual is an insuffi-
cient reason to limit their freedom. 

BASIC INCOME AND GENDER

Among the open questions concerning the empirical consequences of basic 
income, the issue of gender is sometimes seen as the most ambiguous. Before 
interrogating the evidence on this matter it is worth recalling the 1970s Marx-
ist-feminist campaign for “wages for housework,” a social movement (and 
demand) with much affinity to basic income, as demonstrated by Kathi Weeks.35 
Wages for housework was in part a real demand for remuneration for valuable 
economic activity, and in part an attempt to socially recognize the unpaid care 
work done disproportionately by women. It was meant to make visible labor 

35  Kathi Weeks, The Problem with Work: Feminism, Marxism, Antiwork Politics, and Post-
work Imaginaries (Durham: Duke University Press, 2011).
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that was otherwise invisible. The demand itself was straightforward: Women 
do valuable and productive, but unremunerated, domestic work and they ought 
to be paid for it.36 There is a “social factory” that is largely invisible but facili-
tates the very existence of the industrial factory insofar as the former partially 
produces (or “reproduces”) the human inputs for the latter.

However, even the chief proponents in the movement were hesitant to 
commit to the normative demand as a concrete social policy. Ellen Malos noted 
that it was “not clear whether campaigners for wages for housework really want 
what they are asking for.”37 As an earnest normative demand it was a nonstarter. 
Few feminists could get on board with a scheme that is dangerously essentialist 
and at bottom a categorical social policy only available to women — or women 
who do housework. As it was designed, it would fortify a highly gender-inegal-
itarian division of labor — indeed, male housework was sometimes regarded 
as scab labor in the milieu of the time. Moreover, the perspective views the 
assignment of housework to women as more or less appropriate. The wages 
for housework demand might render the housework done by women visible, 
and recognize it as socially valuable, but it also naturalizes it, and buttresses a 
gendered division of labor. For these reasons, wages for housework, taken as 
a genuine attempt to reorganize social life and envision a just system of remu-
neration, was indefensible.

In Weeks’s overview of the debate, she draws a straight line from wages 
for housework to basic income, arguing that the latter better achieves the 
underlying objectives of the former. Weeks writes that wages for housework 
proponents sought a “measure of independence”: a certain level of autonomy — 
and power that flows from it — was the underlying objective, and wages for 
housework was the means for achieving it. The problem was that it was a 
categorical social policy that poorly realizes its own core normative vision. 

36  Conceptually, the analysis rested on the domestic labor debate — either domestic labor 
directly produced surplus value, or it did not, but it was nonetheless “necessary.” Apart from 
the far-from-settled question of whether domestic labor was indeed necessary (or necessarily 
gender-inegalitarian), the theoretical set-up presented challenges. If you accepted that do-
mestic labor contributes to the value of labor power, you had to violate a key Marxist axiom: 
that in equilibrium labor power sells at its value. For many debate participants this was a 
bridge too far. However, if you denied that domestic labor produced “value,” but accepted 
that it should nonetheless be remunerated, you came dangerously close to the neoclassical 
worldview. After all, if domestic labor should be remunerated, on what basis should it be 
remunerated? It ought to be remunerated not because it contributed, like “productive” labor 
would, to any exchange value, but because it produced use-values, or utility. 
37  Ellen Malos, “The Politics of Household Labour in the 1990s: Old Debates, New Con-
texts,” in The Politics of Housework (Cheltenham: New Clarion, 1995), 21.
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For Weeks, “[p]recisely because it does not address its potential recipients as 
gendered members of families, the demand for basic income is arguably better 
able to serve as a feminist perspective and provocation.”38 Unlike wages for 
housework, basic income comes without the strings of actual housework: for 
that reason it better undermines economic dependence and better realizes the 
twin goals of autonomy and power. 

From a Marxist viewpoint, one of the central conditions undermining 
autonomy and facilitating exploitation in the labor market is the double freedom 
discussed above. There is a clear parallel here with the historic conditions under-
writing women’s subordination to their husbands. In a traditional marriage, 
without access to external means of subsistence, women remain economically 
dependent on male breadwinners. As a consequence, their power both inside 
and outside the context of marriage is constrained. 

If double freedom is a stylized fact of capitalism, from the Marxist-femi-
nist lens, what happens then when a social policy breaks the second half — the 
freedom to starve — of that dictum? The Marxist hypothesis is that power rela-
tions between workers and employers will be transformed. The corresponding 
Marxist-feminist problematic centers on the ways that social policy weakens 
or entrenches women’s dependence on their husbands. Basic income operates 
as an outside option that can modify the internal dynamics of marriages. If you 
have a viable exit option, your power inside a marriage can improve. If you 
have no outside options, you are more likely to remain a subordinate partner. 

These issues were debated in the context of the American guaranteed 
income experiments. The debates played out in the pages of the American 
Journal of Sociology, and they were framed in an exceedingly narrow fashion — 
would the guaranteed income undermine “marital stability”? — but the 
implications for women’s power and autonomy lurked in the background. Some 
evidence appeared to show that women would leave their husbands because 
they could make do without them (this was termed the “independence effect”) 
and some evidence seemed to show that extra income would improve marital 
stability (the “income effect”).39 The debate generated an immense controversy 
on empirical and methodological grounds, but a weakness of equal importance 

38  Weeks, The Problem with Work, 149.
39  See, for example, Michael Hannan and Nancy Brandon Tuma, and Lyle P. Groeneveld, 
“Income and Marital Events: Evidence from an Income-Maintenance Experiment,” Amer-
ican Journal of Sociology 82, no, 6 (1977), 1186-1211, and Glen Cain and Douglas Wissoker, 
“A Reanalyis of Marital Stability in the Seattle-Denver Income-Maintenance Experiment,” 
American Journal of Sociology 95, no. 5 (1990), 1235-69.
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was that the core questions were undertheorized. At no point did researchers 
attempt to investigate the ways that an outside option would impact the power 
relations internal to marriages. 

It was seldom acknowledged that if some marriages dissolved, perhaps they 
were bad or abusive marriages, formed and sustained in the context of limited 
alternatives. Likewise, if some marriages were stabilized — as others found — 
then perhaps it was because the guaranteed income ameliorated underlying 
financial stressors. There are, however, further hypotheses that were ignored. 
Rather than simply making exits more likely, basic income may impact the bal-
ance of power and decision-making within relationships by making the threat 
of exit credible. It may also mean that relationships prone to large inequalities 
in power were less likely to form and solidify. It may be hypothesized further 
that these changes in the positional power of women, their expanded capacity 
to realize their demands, have broader effects, including possible reductions 
in the risk of violence. This view shifts attention from the dissolution of mar-
riage to changes in the power relations interior to them, from actual exit to 
the threat of exit, and poses a further empirical hypothesis: basic income 
could increase the bargaining power of wives vis-à-vis husbands and thereby 
reduce the risk of violence by making credible the threat of exit. In the Dau-
phin case, I find some preliminary evidence of a decline in domestic violence, 
and several mechanisms — actual exits from marriage such that exposure to 
potential violence declines, changing power relations due to the availability 
of the threat of exit, and a decreased risk of violence due to reduced financial 
stress — may have all played a role. 

However, if the impact on power and autonomy is a net positive, what 
are we to make of the potentially negative implications for women? It is often 
argued that a universal basic income would disproportionately reduce female 
labor market participation and entrench a gendered division of labor. This itself 
might have implications for the reduced power of women inside relationships. 
Indeed, the experimental evidence from the 1970s shows that women reduced 
their labor supply a good deal more than men did. Would a contemporary 
implemented ubi have the same disproportionate effects? 

While it may still be the case that women would reduce work more than 
men, it is highly unlikely that the effect will be as disproportionate as it was in 
the 1970s. With a far narrower gender wage gap, many women today will find 
the opportunity costs of work withdrawal to be too high, and thus decide, like 
most men, to continue to work. Even so, it is still possible that women would 
see a somewhat greater impact than men on this front, generating some nega-
tive empirical outcomes, including the entrenchment of a gendered division of 
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labor. One response would be to say that while this might be true, on balance — 
and especially considering the evidence on power, autonomy, and violence — a 
ubi would have net gender-egalitarian consequences. A second response would 
be to admit that some outcomes might be negative, and like any social policy 
measure with unintended negative effects, it ought to be countered by other 
supplemental policies that bolster a more gender-egalitarian division of labor. 
A third response would emphasize the limits of the old strategy of replacing 
domination by husbands with domination by bosses. Such a substitution may 
have once had appeal under certain circumstances, but weakening economic 
dependence as such is preferable. However one falls on this issue, what has to 
be asked is whether these empirical and theoretical ambiguities should prompt 
us to surrender the freedom to quit. Again: do we wish to disallow a Walmart 
worker from quitting her job if she so desires? 

BASIC INCOME AND THE SOCIALIST PROJECT

With right-wing variants of basic income on the table, it is natural to see a 
flurry of left criticism. Nonetheless, it should be recognized that the ubi con-
cept dovetails with a normative vision that has deep roots on the Left. The 
fundamental goals of the socialist left have long been fixed on emancipation, 
self-realization, and the satisfaction — and even expansion — of human needs. As 
Adam Przeworski writes, “Socialism was not a movement for full employment 
but for the abolition of wage slavery … it was not a movement for equality but 
for freedom.”40 It was only when those goals appeared closed off by political 
and economic circumstances that we narrowed our horizons and settled for a 
productivist alternative, characterized by more rather than less work. Having 
found it unworkable in the medium-run to eradicate exploitation and alienation, 
socialists set out to universalize them. 

Socialism lost something in the reorientation from a vision defined by the 
abolition of the wage relation to one that fastens us all to it. A generous basic 
income defined by a genuine exit option from the labor market ultimately has a 
real affinity with the socialist project. The moral question at the fore is whether 
or not we wish to retain the coercive and compulsory quality of the capitalist 
labor market. Fighting for an exit option ought to be a priority because, first, 
it gives people the power to confront their bosses or their spouses — the 
possibility of exit facilitates voice — and second, because it gives people real 

40  Adam Przeworski, Capitalism and Social Democracy (Cambridge University Press, 1985), 
243.
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freedom to enact their life plans, unencumbered by the dull compulsion of 
economic relations. 

Expanding people’s real freedom and eroding the background condition 
of market dependence are core features of basic income and at best secondary 
goals in the jobs-and-services strategy. The objective is to free workers not 
only from a given capitalist, but also from capitalists as a class. This is why a 
generous and truly universal basic income ought to be a plank in any broad 
socialist agenda. That said, social order is often secured through some measure 
of coercion, and forms of social organization that strive to reduce coercion 
and expand people’s freedom always run the risk of dysfunctionality. This is 
a danger baked into the socialist project. Likewise, the risk that basic income 
gets co-opted and turned in on itself is a problem facing any abstract policy 
proposal. It is a danger inherent in the move from theory to practice, and it 
presents itself whenever an idea narrows in on reality. Whether or not that 
happens is ultimately up to us. 

This essay owes a great deal to comments and criticism on various drafts from Maddie 
Ritts, Asher Dupuy-Spencer, Martin Danyluk, Erik Wright, Rachel Tennenhouse, 
Jeffrey Malecki, and the Catalyst editors.
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